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2.11 EXERCISES
2.1. When we were discussing floating point addition, we made the simplifying

assumption that each of the functional units took the same amount of time.
Suppose that fetch and store each take 2 nanoseconds and the remaining
operations each take 1 nanosecond.
a. How long does a floating point addition take with these assumptions?
b. How long will an unpipelined addition of 1000 pairs of floats take with

these assumptions?
c. How long will a pipelined addition of 1000 pairs of floats take with these

assumptions?
d. The time required for fetch and store may vary considerably if the operands/

results are stored in different levels of the memory hierarchy. Suppose that
a fetch from a level 1 cache takes two nanoseconds, while a fetch from a
level 2 cache takes five nanoseconds, and a fetch from main memory takes
fifty nanoseconds. What happens to the pipeline when there is a level 1
cache miss on a fetch of one of the operands? What happens when there
is a level 2 miss?

2.2. Explain how a queue, implemented in hardware in the CPU, could be used to
improve the performance of a write-through cache.

2.3. Recall the example involving cache reads of a two-dimensional array
(page 22). How does a larger matrix and a larger cache affect the performance
of the two pairs of nested loops? What happens if MAX = 8 and the cache can
store four lines? How many misses occur in the reads of A in the first pair of
nested loops? How many misses occur in the second pair?

2.4. In Table 2.2, virtual addresses consist of a byte offset of 12 bits and a virtual
page number of 20 bits. How many pages can a program have if it’s run on a
system with this page size and this virtual address size?

2.5. Does the addition of cache and virtual memory to a von Neumann sys-
tem change its designation as an SISD system? What about the addition of
pipelining? Multiple issue? Hardware multithreading?

2.6. Suppose that a vector processor has a memory system in which it takes 10
cycles to load a single 64-bit word from memory. How many memory banks
are needed so that a stream of loads can, on average, require only one cycle
per load?

2.7. Discuss the differences in how a GPU and a vector processor might execute
the following code:

sum = 0.0;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {

y[i] += a⇤x[i];
sum += z[i]⇤z[i];

}
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2.8. Explain why the performance of a hardware multithreaded processing core
might degrade if it had large caches and it ran many threads.

2.9. In our discussion of parallel hardware, we used Flynn’s taxonomy to identify
three types of parallel systems: SISD, SIMD, and MIMD. None of our systems
were identified as multiple instruction, single data, or MISD. How would an
MISD system work? Give an example.

2.10. Suppose a program must execute 1012 instructions in order to solve a particular
problem. Suppose further that a single processor system can solve the problem
in 106 seconds (about 11.6 days). So, on average, the single processor sys-
tem executes 106 or a million instructions per second. Now suppose that the
program has been parallelized for execution on a distributed-memory system.
Suppose also that if the parallel program uses p processors, each processor will
execute 1012/p instructions and each processor must send 109(p � 1) mes-
sages. Finally, suppose that there is no additional overhead in executing the
parallel program. That is, the program will complete after each processor has
executed all of its instructions and sent all of its messages, and there won’t be
any delays due to things such as waiting for messages.
a. Suppose it takes 10�9 seconds to send a message. How long will it take

the program to run with 1000 processors, if each processor is as fast as the
single processor on which the serial program was run?

b. Suppose it takes 10�3 seconds to send a message. How long will it take the
program to run with 1000 processors?

2.11. Derive formulas for the total number of links in the various distributed-
memory interconnects.

2.12. a. A planar mesh is just like a toroidal mesh, except that it doesn’t have
the “wraparound” links. What is the bisection width of a square planar
mesh?

b. A three-dimensional mesh is similar to a planar mesh, except that it also
has depth. What is the bisection width of a three-dimensional mesh?

2.13. a. Sketch a four-dimensional hypercube.
b. Use the inductive definition of a hypercube to explain why the bisection

width of a hypercube is p/2.

2.14. To define the bisection width for indirect networks, the processors are par-
titioned into two groups so that each group has half the processors. Then,
links are removed from anywhere in the network so that the two groups are
no longer connected. The minimum number of links removed is the bisection
width. When we count links, if the diagram uses unidirectional links, two uni-
directional links count as one link. Show that an eight-by-eight crossbar has a
bisection width less than or equal to eight. Also show that an omega network
with eight processors has a bisection width less than or equal to four.
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2.15. a. Suppose a shared-memory system uses snooping cache coherence and
write-back caches. Also suppose that core 0 has the variable x in its cache,
and it executes the assignment x = 5. Finally suppose that core 1 doesn’t
have x in its cache, and after core 0’s update to x, core 1 tries to execute
y = x. What value will be assigned to y? Why?

b. Suppose that the shared-memory system in the previous part uses a
directory-based protocol. What value will be assigned to y? Why?

c. Can you suggest how any problems you found in the first two parts might
be solved?

2.16. a. Suppose the run-time of a serial program is given by Tserial = n2, where
the units of the run-time are in microseconds. Suppose that a paral-
lelization of this program has run-time Tparallel = n2/p + log2(p). Write a
program that finds the speedups and efficiencies of this program for vari-
ous values of n and p. Run your program with n = 10,20,40, . . . ,320, and
p = 1,2,4, . . . ,128. What happens to the speedups and efficiencies as p
is increased and n is held fixed? What happens when p is fixed and n is
increased?

b. Suppose that Tparallel = Tserial/p + Toverhead. Also suppose that we fix p and
increase the problem size.
- Show that if Toverhead grows more slowly than Tserial, the parallel

efficiency will increase as we increase the problem size.
- Show that if, on the other hand, Toverhead grows faster than Tserial, the

parallel efficiency will decrease as we increase the problem size.

2.17. A parallel program that obtains a speedup greater than p—the number of pro-
cesses or threads—is sometimes said to have superlinear speedup. However,
many authors don’t count programs that overcome “resource limitations” as
having superlinear speedup. For example, a program that must use secondary
storage for its data when it’s run on a single processor system might be able
to fit all its data into main memory when run on a large distributed-memory
system. Give another example of how a program might overcome a resource
limitation and obtain speedups greater than p.

2.18. Look at three programs you wrote in your Introduction to Computer Science
class. What (if any) parts of these programs are inherently serial? Does the
inherently serial part of the work done by the program decrease as the problem
size increases? Or does it remain roughly the same?

2.19. Suppose Tserial = n and Tparallel = n/p + log2(p), where times are in microsec-
onds. If we increase p by a factor of k, find a formula for how much we’ll
need to increase n in order to maintain constant efficiency. How much should
we increase n by if we double the number of processes from 8 to 16? Is the
parallel program scalable?

2.20. Is a program that obtains linear speedup strongly scalable? Explain your answer.
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